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Sicilian coast, Friday morning.

The first British soldier set foot on the mainland of Europe at

just fours thirty this morainy* And he did it with scarcely a shot fired

against him.

The landings wore made across the straits of Messina, There is a

long sandy ’beach' there, ' Just Behind the Beach the coastal road inter-twines

with the coastal railway and the road is lined ndth cottages and' houses most

of the nay. Behind them the hills slope very steeply up si that you get

heights of fifteen hundred feet less than taro miles inland* It is a place
'.There defenders pith guns and mortars could easily Bo concealed* ' And for that

reason this landing mas preceded By, one of this w/aps classic artillery barrages.

In the hills on the Sicilian side of the Straits wo had some hundreds

of guns. There vrere more, demium guns last night than .in any of those previous

Barrages, The Sicilian campaign sag/ nothing'like it.

For hours .Both sides of the Straits -wore lined with fire. The guns

flickered out in non-stop ripples of flame up and down along■ the Sicilian

coasti

You could sec the-Barrage from miles away, Peasants in the.hill

villages climbed to their rooftops and crossed themselves when they saw it.

The men creeping up the coast in the assault craft took their Bearings from

it.

The shells whistled' and whino'd across the Straits in'a groat arch of

sound* The hills on Both sides played pingpong with the echoes of the. noise*

And on the Italian side the shellßursts wore .flaming out until it seemed that

every inch of the landscape must have Been covered*

There ms no reply from the Calabrian coast* , But that dic!n! t

necessarily mean anything*. Bor -one .thing. the enemy gunners woulcl probably

be underground sheltering from this colossal'barrage. Or on the other hand

they might have diagnosed it as the prelude to invasion and be holding

their fire until the landing was made* But one thing ms certain: if they

?/ore there were none of them would_ foci very much like fighting after the

night * s barrage and the bombings of the day before*

In the early hours of the morning Beneath Black slcy encrusted with

stars the assault-craft were groping their way up the Straits* The sea ms

smooth with a slow gentle swell which set the Boats Bouncing slightly*

Calabria was seen as a vast Bulky silhouette against the stars. The guns

wore still firing steadily*

/Then the
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Then the barrage lifted a little inland and then stopped. The canopy

of shells over the invaders was removed as their boats moved slowly ahead

until the shore grated beneath their hulls. Then the ramps were lot down and

the men splashed ashore.

None of the early reports, .say anything specific about resistance. Most

units describe it as "the odd rifleshot". It is certain that the sappers were

undisturbed as they yanked away great skeins of barbed wire, And it is

certain that by breakfast-time this morning one Italian prisoner had boon token.

One single prisoner.

"When the sky: paled into dawn the southernmost invading troops saw a

strange sight. They saw people coming cut and lining the shore with r .ito

flags. Up in the hills the little farmhouses and peasants 1 cottages wore

flying white flags from their rooftops. It was a curious incongruous welcome

to Europe.

The first welcome came very soon afterwards. Prom somewhere up in the

jumbled hills their medium'guns started ranging on our beaches, There were

only a. few guns and they didn't fire intensively. But wo had been waiting for

something of the sort -and the .reply was swift and strong. By nine o’clock

scores and scores and scores of bombers had been attacking the enemy guns.

Sorties went cut until the guns either had to give away their positions or

cease: firing altogether. There were pianos above them the -whole time' and

whenever they fired they were bombed.

Now the bridgehead is being widened and thickened and made safe and

solid. Infantry started to scramble up the paths into the hills trying to

find some more enemy to fight. And the population was eagerly and enthus-

iastically surrendering, ..You can go on guessing as long as you like about

the German plans. The two facts that have emerged so far are these; they

did not intend or attempt to challenge our actual landing* But they hove

not evacuated the whole of the too of Italy.

It is a cruel country for offensive fighting. The hills are rugged

and pathless and they extend from coast to coast. It is in fact like one

Messina peninsular all over again - a high backbone of mountains 'with road

and railway along each shore, Aid it may be that the Germans plan to use

dynamite and mines and mortars and mchine-guns and hold us up as long as

they can just as they did at the end of the Sicilian campaign.

There is scarcely a practicable road at all inland. The few possible

cart-tracks arc easily blocked. It’s fine delaying country and imybe that’s

how the Germans intend to use it.
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